
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a design authority. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for design authority

Consults with project teams to fit projects to enterprise architecture, to
identify when it is necessary to modify the enterprise architecture
Architecture / design ownership of identified common components, services
etc
Partner with tower architecture to identifying and adopt best practice design
approaches, includes mechanisms to effectively manage relevant
documentation produced through multi-year program with effective change
management
Provide full support to the HR portfolio lead in their absence attendance at
various senior committees, supporting AVP stream aligned PMOs with PMO
activity
Ability to work independently or in a team, set priorities and meet deadlines
on multiple simultaneous projects and tasks
Working closely with the ATG project manager to successfully deliver ATG
programmes to aggressive technical and schedule requirements
Developing and agreeing the technical requirements for ATG terminal
systems, including technical negotiation with customers, partners and
suppliers
Technical coordination of ATG product developments to ensure the
requirement and architectural objects are met consistently and efficiently,
including formalised system integration, verification and validation testing
Technical guidance of the through life product support, optimisation and
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Working with product line management to identify, develop and capture
further market opportunities

Qualifications for design authority

Strong interpersonal and influencing skills with the ability to influence and
drive change in a collaborative way, including providing a challenge to
programme and project managers with regard to programme / project costs,
benefits, risks and scope creep
Support the generation of engineering recurring and non-recurring estimates
for business gate reviews and strategic business planning
Support definition of engineering work packages, including active risk
management
Working experience of system engineering, ideally in the communications
domain, including all life cycle phases from requirements to integration, test
and qualification
RF system components, including antennas, filters, amplifiers, frequency
translation
Wide bandwidth and wide dynamic range ADC & DAC devices


